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The Need:  Long-term global records of climate variables are a critical tool 
for understanding how the Earth’s System is changing.

Individual satellites inherently have finite lifetimes.  The merging of records from sequential and overlapping satellites is a non-trivial problem 
which is best addressed with careful planning of the observing systems and multiple paths of verification of merged results.

Stratospheric ozone should be recovering, however the signal is small and the observational uncertainty is large.
Ozone satellite data show notable differences which change over time.   Appropriate merging determines the scientific conclusions on recovery or continued 
loss..

The Metrological Challenge: Data from different sensors and platforms 
must be understood well enough to quantify the systematic uncertainty as is 
relevant for long-term trends.  

Note that all observations are within measurement uncertainties for the respective instruments..
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Proposed Actions: A variety of analytical techniques need to merge 
metrological information, observations from different sensors and analytical 
approaches to estimate uncertainty on long-term climate records.

Without overlap, forced continuity can dominate trend results, depending on the fundamental uncertainty in the observations.

Reasonable, thoughtful approaches for merging can results in very different time 
series and resultant trends.
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• Note that the time needed to understand an offset is 
independent of the size of the offset.

Adjusting for offsets:
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Adjusting for drifts:

The fundamental traceability of measurement uncertainty is critically important for reducing observational differences.


